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ABSTRACT: The tunable hybridized quadrupole plasmons and their
strong coupling with excitons have been demonstrated in ZnMgO/Ag
nanoclusters (NCs) system. By adjusting the density of the random Ag
NCs, the hybridized quadrupole resonance with strong intensity can be
obtained due to the asymmetry Fano-like interference. Owing to a good
energy match between hybridized quadrupole plasmons and excitons of
ZnMgO, a giant near-band-edge UV emission enhancement was
realized. The finite difference time-domain method was used to
demonstrate the formation of the tunable hybridized quadrupole
resonance in the short wavelength range. This novel method for
enhancing the UV emission, associated with the hybridized quadrupole
plasmons, may pave the way for the further development of high-
efficiency UV light-emitting diodes and laser diodes.

■ INTRODUCTION

Ultraviolet (UV) light-emitting materials and devices with high
efficiency are required for many applications, such as optical
storage, optical communication, environmental protection, and
so forth.1,2 Owing to its unique merit of concentrating and
manipulating the light at the subwavelength scale, plasmonics is
an effective scheme for enhancing the luminescence efficiency,
which has been widely investigated for this purpose in the last
two decades.3−10 To achieve giant enhancement of UV
luminescence by surface plasmons, the key factor is their
energy match, namely the large frequency overlap between
surface plasmons and UV emissions.4,7,10 According to the
previous reports, dipole resonance is the most easily realized
mode among the surface plasmon resonance modes and can
couple directly with the incident light.4,10,11 However, the
dipole resonance frequency is usually far away from the UV
range, which cannot satisfy the energy matching requirement.
Although its resonance frequency could be blue shifted via
reducing the size of the metallic nanostructures, extending it
into the UV range experimentally is still beyond the current
nanofabrication techniques. Moreover, according to the Mie
theory, the small nanoparticles have weaker scattering intensity
and a lower integrated scattering/absorption cross-section ratio
that will limit the UV light enhancement.12−15 Therefore, the
direct realization of UV light enhancement by the traditional
dipolar plasmon mode is still challenging. High-order multi-
poles excited in the short wavelength regime should satisfy the
requirements of energy match for UV emission enhancement.
However, multipoles are usually damped and overlap with

dipole mode, so that their influence on emission is relatively
minor. Recently, it is found that the multipolar resonance can
be separately obtained in larger size or higher asymmetry
metallic nanostructures.16−18 More interestingly, the multipolar
resonance, such as quadrupole, could tailor the UV light
emission, that is, the modification of the exciton recombination
rate in ZnO/ZnMgO quantum-well heterostructures and the
enhancement of the band-edge emission from ZnO.19,20 It
confirms that the quadrupole modes as the darkness state do
not always produce the luminescence quenching effect but can
be used to enhance the UV light emission.21 However, the
coupling between quadrupole and UV light emission suffers
from the lower intensity of primitive quadrupole resonance.
Hence, the ability to improve the quadrupole resonance
intensity is urgently required, which will be benefit for the
UV light emission enhancement. According to the previous
reports, the Fano interference in the Ag nanoparticle
aggregations could strongly influence the intensity of quadru-
pole resonance: either enhancement or suppression.22−26

Therefore, a significant hybridized quadrupole mode is
expected to be realized by tuning the coupling interaction in
the nanostructrued metallic systems, which in turn results in a
giant UV emission enhancement. So far, most research focused
on the profile of the extinction spectra in different nano-
structrued metallic systems25−29 but enhancing the UV
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emission by the hybridized quadrupole associated with the
plasmonic interference has not been explored.
In this article, we demonstrate a giant enhancement of UV

light emission by the strong coupling between hybridized
quadrupole plasmons and excitons in ZnMgO/Ag system.
ZnMgO was selected as the UV emission material due to its
excellent optical properties and potential applications in UV
light-emitting diodes (LEDs), photodetectors, and laser
diodes.30−33 The random Ag nanoclusters (NCs) were
fabricated by a very simple sputtering method without any
sophisticated lithography processes, which will be benefit for
the future practical applications. The observed quadrupole in
our random Ag NCs mainly consists of the hybridized
quadrupole induced by the Fano-like interference among the
neighboring nanoparticles as well as the primitive quadrupole of
isolated Ag nanoparticles with larger size. Interestingly, the
hybridized quadrupole mode in our Ag NCs, gaining the
sufficient intensity by the dipole−quadrupole interference,
could result in a giant enhancement of near-band-edge (NBE)
emission from ZnMgO by a strong coupling between
hybridized quadrupole plasmons and excitons. The exper-
imental results are in good agreement with the finite difference
time-domain (FDTD) simulation results, which shed light on
the nature of the underlying physics.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The fabrication process of the ZnMgO/Ag NCs system is
shown in Figure 1. Ag (99.99%) was deposited on the c-face
sapphire by a radio frequency magnetron sputtering technique
at room temperature, subsequently annealed in N2 atmosphere
at 450 °C to form Ag NCs. After that, ∼200 nm thick
hexagonal ZnMgO films were deposited by metal−organic
chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) at 450 °C, and the
chamber pressure was kept at 2 × 104 Pa. Oxygen (99.999%),
diethylzinc (DEZn), and dimethyl dicyclopentadienyl magne-
sium ((MeCp)2Mg) were employed as the precursors and
nitrogen (99.999%) was used as the carrier gas.
The morphology of the samples was characterized by

scanning electron microscope (SEM). The extinction spectra
were measured by a Shimadzu UV-3101PC scanning
spectrophotometer. An energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer
(EDS) was used to evaluate the composition of the ZnMgO
thin films. Temperature-dependent photoluminescence (PL)
measurement was characterized using an SPEX 1404
spectrometer in a close-cycled He cryostat between 12 and
300 K with a 224 nm He−Ag pulsed laser

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The extinction spectra of Ag NCs with the different sputtering
times ranging from 6 to 12 min and the corresponding scanning
electron microscope (SEM) images are shown in Figure 2.

From the SEM images, it is evident that the diameter of Ag
nanoparticles varies from 30 to 100 nm, and the density of Ag
NCs increases with the increase in the sputtering time. In the
extinction spectra, all samples exhibit two peaks clearly: one is
located at visible range and another is located at UV range. The
visible extinction peak dramatically red shifts with increasing
the sputtering time. As for the UV extinction peak, it first gains
significant intensity when we increase the sputtering time from
6 to 9 min, but the intensity decreases with further increasing
the sputtering time. Meanwhile, the UV extinction peak does
not shift appreciably. Notablely, a unique asymmetric profile
was observed for Ag NCs with the sputtering time of 6, 7, 9,
and 10 min, which is well-known as Fano-like profile. In this
work, the special profiles in extinction spectra could be mainly
attributed to the coupling interaction between dipole and
quadrupole of Ag NCs. Thus, the extinction peaks located at
visible and UV ranges of Ag NCs with the sputtering time of 6,
7, 9, and 10 min should correspond to the hybridized dipole
and quadrupole modes, respectively. Additionally, the primitive
modes in isolated Ag nanoparticles can not be excluded in our
random system, especially in lower density one. Usually, dark
quadrupole modes cannot be optically excited directly from the

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the fabrication processing of samples (ZnMgO/Ag) and reference sample (ZnMgO).

Figure 2. Extinction spectra of Ag NCs sputtered on the c-plane
sapphire with different sputtering times of 6, 7, 9, 10, and 12 min. The
right insets are the corresponding SEM images.
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far-field under plane wave illumination. However, it can be
excited by the near-field associated with the bright dipole mode.
Hence, the illumination field first excites the bright mode,
which then excites the dark mode in our case.34,35 In addition,
the asymmetry profile shows an obvious red shift and the
hybridized quadrupole is enhanced with the sputtering time
increasing from 6 to 9 min due to the increase in dipole−
quadrupole interactions. With further increase in the sputtering
time, the intensity of hybridized quadrupole resonance
decreases. As for the 12 min Ag NCs, the extinction peaks
are very weak and appear more as distinct peaks instead of as
Fano-like resonance due to its quasi-continuous nature as
shown in the right inset of Figure 2. This phenomenon could
be explained by the fact that the density of Ag NCs increases
with the increase in sputtering time, resulting in a trans-
formation from the localized surface plasmon polarizations
(LSPPs) to the delocalized surface plasmon polarizations
(DSPPs).36 Therefore, it can be concluded that the hybridized
plasmon state could be tailored by varying the density of Ag
NCs.
To test the effect of plasmonic quadrupole Fano-like

resonance on the UV emission, ZnMgO films were deposited
on Ag NCs with the sputtering time of 6, 9, and 12 min by
MOCVD to form ZnMgO/Ag NCs, which are labeled as B, C,
and D, respectively. The PL spectra of samples B−D and the
reference sample A (bare ZnMgO without Ag NCs) were
measured at different temperatures. Bare ZnMgO exhibits a
strong UV emission at low temperature, but the PL signal could
be neglected above 120 K (see Supporting Information Figure
S1). Figure 3a shows the PL spectra of all samples measured at
50 K. Only one UV peak was observed for all samples, which is

attributed to the NBE emission of ZnMgO, and no visible
emission associated with defects could be found. The NBE
emission peaks of samples A, B, C, and D are located at 350.2,
346.1, 349.8, and 355.8 nm, respectively. Notablely, compared
with that of bare ZnMgO (Sample A), the NBE emission peaks
of samples B and C shift to the blue side and the intensity
increases a lot. As for sample D, its PL intensity is comparable
with that of bare ZnMgO and the peak shows a slight red shift.
The change in PL spectra should be the results of coupling
between the NBE emissions from ZnMgO and Ag NCs
plasmons. According to the previous reports, the dipole modes
could be responsible for the large UV emission enhancement of
samples B and C.4,10,11 However, considering that the
hybridized dipole frequency of Ag NCs (6 min) has a better
match with ZnMgO NBE emission than that of Ag NCs (9
min) (see Figure 2), the PL intensity of sample B should be
stronger than that of sample C. Additionally, the hybridized
dipole with lower frequency should realize the red shift of the
NBE UV emission of ZnMgO. All of these are not consistent
with our experimental results. Therefore, the contribution of
hybridized dipole modes to the emission enhancement can be
neglected in our case.
By comparing the PL spectra in Figure 3a to the extinction

spectra in Figure 2, it is found that the NBE emission peak
intensity as a function of Ag sputtering time shows a similar
trend with that of the hybridized quadrupole resonance. Thus,
we conclude that the coupling between NBE emission and the
hybridized quadrupole modes is the main reason for the giant
PL enhancement. The difference in enhancement ratios
between samples B and C can be explained by the different
hybridized quadrupole resonance intensities. As for sample D,
its neglectable PL enhancement was mainly caused by the weak
quadrupole resonance.
To better understand the enhancement of UV emission by

the hybridized quadrupole, the integrated PL intensity of the
hybrid sample with respect to that of the bare ZnMgO film, the
PL enhancement ratio, is plotted as a function of measurement
temperature from 12 to 100 K, as shown in Figure 3b. It can be
seen that the enhancement ratio of sample D is very small
(below 2) and nearly constant over the whole temperature
range due to its weak quadrupole resonance. As for samples B
and C, the enhancement ratio increases with decreasing
temperature. Notablely, owing to the strongest quadrupolar
resonances of Ag NCs and a very good spectra match with
ZnMgO NBE emission, the enhancement ratio of sample C can
reach a value as high as 170 at 12 K. The enhanced ratio does
not increase monotonically with decreasing the temperature
due to the complex interactions among excitons, hybridized
plasmons, and phonons. In addition, the PL enhancement effect
of all samples is very stable for at least several months.
As we mentioned above, the hybridized quadrupole

resonance with strong intensity was the key factor for the
giant UV light enhancement via the plasmons-excitons
coupling. To further demonstrate the origin of the hybridized
quadrupole in the Ag NCs system and the mechanism of NBE
emission enhancement from ZnMgO film, FDTD simulations
were carried out. The theoretical extinction spectra of the
isolate Ag nanosphere based on the optical constants measured
by Johnson and Christy are shown in Figure 4a.11,37 In the
extinction spectra, the peaks at ∼500 and ∼350 nm could be
assigned to the dipole and quadrupole plasmon resonance,
respectively, which are calculated by the Mie theory.11,18,20 It
can be found that the quadrupole plasmon resonance appears

Figure 3. (a) PL spectra of bare ZnMgO, ZnMgO/Ag (6 min),
ZnMgO/Ag (9 min), and ZnMgO/Ag (12 min) measured at 50 K. (b)
PL enhancement ratio as a function of temperature from 12 to 100 K
for different samples. The PL enhancement ratio is defined as the
integrated PL intensity of the hybrid sample with respect to that of the
bare ZnMgO film.
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and becomes obvious in the UV regime with increasing the
diameter of nanosphere. The quadrupole mode is mainly
induced by the inhomogeneous charge distribution in the
nanosphere.18 Considering the random dispersion of Ag NCs
in our experiment, we simulate the coupling interaction in a
simple dimer unit to evaluate the collective effect of all NCs. As
is well-known, plasmon coupling interaction between two Ag
nanospheres is sensitive to their diameters (d) and internal gap
(g). To investigate the formation of the tunable hybridized
quadrupole in the short wavelength region, the extinction
spectra of plasmonic dimer clusters were calculated using
FDTD as shown in Figure 4b,c. In Figure 4b, the diameters of
two nanospheres are kept at constant (d1 = 80 nm, d2 = 70
nm), and the simulated extinction spectra of the dimers as a
function of g are presented. It can be found that the profile of
extinction spectra becomes more asymmetrical with g
decreasing from 50 to 10 nm; the intensity of quadrupole
resonances of the dimer becoming stronger and the Fano-like
dips becoming deeper. This trend is mainly derived from the
increase in the coupling strength with decreasing g. Meanwhile,
the frequency of the hybridized quadrupole resonance shows
almost no change with the decrease in g, while the hybridized
dipole plasmon resonance red shifts. Besides the internal gap,
the plasmon coupling can also be tuned by adjusting the
diameter of the nanospheres in dimer, and the calculated

extinction spectra of the dimers with g = 10 nm, d2 = 70 nm,
and d1 = 60−120 nm are shown in Figure 4c. With increasing
d1 from 60 to 120 nm, an obvious frequency redshift of the
hybridized quadrupole can be observed, while size effect on the
coupling interaction of nanoparticles is very small. In order to
describe the plasmon coupling more clearly, the electric field
spatial distribution E(x, y) of the dimer (with d1 = 80 nm, d2 =
70 nm and g = 10 nm) was simulated at the wavelength of 350
and 500 nm (see Figure 4d,e). The coupling interaction
between two nanospheres in the short wavelength region
results in asymmetry breaking of the charge distribution within
the nanospheres, which is the origin of the hybridized
quadrupole in this work.24−29,38,39 Therefore, the simulated
extinction spectra and the electric field distribution of the dimer
indicate that the intensity of the hybridized quadrupole is
highly sensitive to the internal gap, and the diameter of
nanospheres could affect the frequency of the hybridized
quadrupole.
Although a simple dimer in the simulation can not directly

describe the random Ag NCs in our experiment, it does not
affect the understanding of the formation of the tunable
hybridized quadrupole resonance in our random Ag NCs. The
experimental results can be well explained by the simulation
results. In our experiment, Ag nanoparticles have a diameter of
30−120 nm, and the average internal gap decreases with the

Figure 4. Extinction spectra and the spatial distribution of the electric field obtained by FDTD simulation. (a) Extinction spectra of the isolated
nanospheres with d = 50, 70, 80, and 100 nm. (b) Extinction spectra of the dimer with internal gap g = 10, 20, 30, and 50 nm. The diameters of two
nanospheres d1 and d2 are fixed at 80 and 70 nm, respectively. (c) Extinction spectra of the dimer with one nanosphere diameter d1 = 60, 80, 100,
and 120 nm. Another nanosphere diameter d2 and the internal gap g are fixed at 70 and 10 nm, respectively. (d,e) Spatial distribution of the electric
field intensity at the wavelength of 350 and 500 nm. In all simulations, the direction of the incident light is perpendicular to the electric field
distribution plane.
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increase in the sputtering time (see Figure 2). For the Ag NCs
with the sputtering time less than 6 min, the average internal
gap is larger than 60 nm and most Ag nanoparticles are isolated
from each other. The quadrupole was dominated by the
primitive quadrupole in isolated larger Ag nanoparticles. With
increasing the sputtering time, the average internal gap
decreases and the coupling strength among the nanoparticles
increases. Then, the hybridized quadrupole with strong
intensity can be induced by the coupling interactions among
nanoparticles. When the sputtering time is more than 12 min,
the average internal gap decreased sharply and the Ag
nanoparticles became continuous, resulting in the weakening
or disappearance of the quadrupole resonance.
As for the strong NBE emission enhancement in ZnMgO/Ag

NCs system, the main reason should be the strong hybridized
quadruple plasmons induced by dipole−quadrupole Fano-like
interference among nanoparticles. This asymmetry interference
could lead to a large enhancement of electromagnetic field
between the neighboring particles,22,28 as well as a big increase
in the local density of optical states for radiation at the same
wavelength.8,9,27,40−43 Owing to the good energy match
between the hybridized quadrupole mode and NBE excitons
in ZnMgO, the radiative recombination rate of excitons is
enhanced by surface plasmon resonance.4−11 Thus, high-
efficiency ZnMgO NBE emission can be indeed achieved by
a strong coupling between the hybridized quadrupole plasmons
and excitons.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we experimentally and theoretically demonstrate a
tunable hybridized quadrupole plasmons and their coupling
with excitons in ZnMgO/Ag NCs system. The hybridized
quadrupole resonances, induced by the interaction between
dipole and quadrupole resonance modes in short wavelength
region, can be controlled by simply turning the density of the
random Ag NCs. Because of their large frequency overlap
between hybridized quadrupole and excitons, a giant enhance-
ment of NBE emission from ZnMgO in this hybrid architecture
was obtained. Our results should stimulate future studies on the
viewpoints of both fundamental science and device applica-
tions. This novel method for enhancing the UV emission may
pave the way for the further development of high-performances
LEDs, laser diodes, and photodetectors, as well as other
semiconductor devices in the short wavelength regime.44−47
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